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Phv.sical religion is generally defined as a worship
of the powers of nature. We hear it said of ancient
as well as modern nations that their gods were the sun
and the moon, the sky with its thunder and lightning,
the rivers and the sea, the earth, and even the powers
under the earth. As Aaron said to the Israelites, the
poets and prophets of the heathens are supposed to
have said to their people, ' ' These be thy gods. " There
are some well-known philosophers who go even further,
and who maintain that the earliest phase of all religion
is represented by people believing in stones and bones
and fetiches of all kinds as their gods.
As their gods .' Does it never strike these theorisers
that the whole secret of the origin of religion lies in
that predicate (ZJ their gods? Where did the human
mind find that concept and that name? That is the
problem which has to be solved : everything else is
mere child's play. We ourselves, the heirs of so many
centuries of toil and thought, possess, of course, the
name and concept of God, and we can hardly imagine
a human mind without that name and concept. But,
as a matter of fact, the child's mind is without that
name and concept, and such is the difference of mean-
ing assigned by different religions, nay, even by mem-
bers of the same religion, to the name of God, that a
general definition of it has almost become an impossi-
bility. It has led to the greatest confusion of thought
that our modern languages had to take the singular of
the Greek plural (^toi, the gods, and use it for 0£o?,
God. It is quite true historically that the idea of 0£Ob,
God, was evolved from the idea of 06o/, gods; but in
passing through that process of intellectual evolution
the meaning of the word became changed as completely
as the most insignificant seed when it has blossomed
into a full-blown rose. Oeos, God, admits of no plu-
ral ; &soi always implies plurality.
The problem of physical religion has now assumed
a totally different aspect as treated by the historical
school. Instead of endeavoring to explain how human
beings could ever worship the sky as a god, we ask,
* From a Report in the London Christian World, copies of which were
kindly sent us by Prof. Max Mailer.
How did any human being come into possession of
the predicate god? and we then try to discover what
that predicate meant when applied to the sky, or the
sun, or the dawn, or the fire. Our present concept of
God e.xcludes fire, the dawn, the sun, and the sky.
The two concepts no longer cover each other. What
we want to study, therefore, is that ever-varying cir-
cumference of the predicate god, becoming wider or
narrower from century to century, according to the
objects which it was made to include, and after a time
to exclude again.
This problem—and a most difficult problem it is—
can be studied nowhere but in the Veda, that is, in
the ancient hymns of the Rig-Veda. I doubt whether
we should ever have understood the real nature of the
problem with which we have to deal, unless we had be-
come acquainted with the Rig-Veda. It is quite clear
that other nations also passed through the same phases
of thought as the Aryan conquerors of India. We see
the results of that process everywhere. In Africa, in
America, in the Polynesian islands,—everywhere we
catch glimpses of the process of deification. But the
whole of that process is nowhere laid open before our
eyes in such fullness and with such perspicuity as in
the Veda.
Deification, as we can watch it in the Veda, does
not mean the application of the name and concept of
God to certain phenomena of nature. No ; it means
the slow and inevitable development of the concept
and name of God out of these very phenomena of na-
ture—it means the primitive theogony that takes place
in the human mind as living in human language. It
has always been perfectly well known that Zeus, for in-
stance, had something to do with the sky, Poseidon
with the sea, Hades with the lower regions. It might
have been guessed that Apollo, like Phcehos and Helios,
had a solar Artemis, like Mcne, a lunar character. But
all this remained vague, the divine epithet applied to
them all remained uninteUigible, till the Veda opened
to us a stratum of thought and language in which the
growth of that predicate could be watched, and its ap-
plication to various phenomena of nature be clearly
understood.
As illustrating the development of the predicate
God from out the simplest perceptions and conceptions
which the human mind gained from objective nature.
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we will take from the Pantheon of the Veda the Deva,
or god, called Agni, the god of fire. In the Veda they
could watch that god of fire long before he was a god
at all; and, on the other hand, they could trace his
further growth till he was no longer a god of fire
merely, but a supreme god, a god above all other gods,
a creator and ruler of the world.
If you can for a moment, transfer yourselves to
that early stage of life to which we must refer not only
the origin, but likewise the early phases of Physical
Religion, you can easily understand what an impres-
sion the first appearance of Fire must have made on
the human mind. Fire was not given as something
permanent or eternal, like the sky, or the earth, or the
water. In whatever way it first appeared, whether
through lightning or through the friction of the branches
of trees, or through the sparks of flints, it came and
went, it had to be guarded, it brought destruction, but
at the same time it made life possible in winter, it
served as a protection during the night, it became a
weapon of defense and offense, and last, but not least, it
changed man from a devourer of raw flesh into an eater
of cooked meat. At a later time it became the means
of working metal, of making tools and weapons, it be-
came an indispensable factor in all mechanical and
artistic progress, and has remained so ever since.
What should we be without fire even now ?
We can well understand how, after the senses had
once taken note of this luminous apparition in its ever
varying aspects, a desire arose in the human mind to
know it ; to know it, not merely in the sense of seeing
or feeling it, but to know it in the sense of conceiving
it, which is a very different thing. By calling the fire
Agni, or the quick mover, the ancient people knew no
more who or what that quick mover was, than we do
when speaking of fire as an element, or as a force of
nature, or as we do now, as a form of motion.
When the word Agni, fire, had once been coined,
the temptation was great, almost irresistible, as Agni
was conceived as an agent, to conceive him also as
something like an animal or human agent. We may
now advance a step further, and ask how it was that
Agni in the Veda is not conceived as an agent only,
but as a god, or, if not as yet as a god in the Greek
sense of the word, at least as a Deva ?
Here we touch at once the most vital point of our
analysis. Certainly in the Veda Agni was called tieva,
perhaps more frequently than any other god. But,
fortunately in the Veda we can still discover the orig-
inal meaning of the word deva. It did not mean di-
vine, for how should such a concept have been sud-
denly called into being ? Deva is derived from the
root D/V, and meant, originally, bright. In many
passages where Agni, or the Dawn, or the Sky, or the
Sun, are called deva, it is far better to translate devahy
bright than by divine, the former conveying a neutral
meaning in harmony with the whole tenor of the \e-
dic hymns, the latter conveying hardly any meaning
at all. But it is true, nevertheless, that this epithet,
deva, meaning originally bright, became in time the
recognized name of those natural agents whom we
have been accustomed to call gods. We can watch
the evolutionary process before our very eyes. When
the different phenomena of nature representing light
had been invoked, each by its own name, they could
all be spoken of by the one epithet which they shared
in common, namely deva, bright. In this general con-
cept of those bright ones, all that was special and pe-
culiar to each was dropped, and there remained only
the one epithet deva to embrace them all.
Here then there arose, as if by necessity, a new
concept, in which the distinctive features of the various
bright beings had all been merged in that of bright-
ness, and in which even the original meaning of bright-
ness had been considerably dimmed.
You will now perceive the difference between our
saying that the ancient Aryas applied the name of
gods to the fire, the sun, and the sky, or our watch
ing the process by which these Aryas were brought to
abstract, from the concepts of fire, sun, or sky, the
general concept of Devahood. But though we cannot
help ourselves translating deva by god, you will easily
understand what a difference there is from Devaliood
to Godhood. A deva is as yet no more than a bright
agent, then a kind agent, then a powerful agent, a
more than human agent, a super-human agent; and
then, only by another step, by what may be called a
step in the dark, a divine agent.
We must not suppose that the evolution of the
word deva was the only evolution which gave us in the
end the idea of divine. That idea was evolved in
many different ways, but nowhere can we watch every
stage in the evolution so well as in the history of the
word deva. Our own word God must have passed
through a similar evolution, provided it be an old
word. But, unfortunately, nearly all its antecedents
are lost, and its etymology is quite unknown.
Some people maintain that the idea of God is in-
herent in the human mind, that it is an innate idea, or
a "precept," as it has lately been'called. Others as-
sert that it could have come to men by a special
revelation only. Others, again, maintain that it is a
mere hallucination that took possession of one man,
and was then disseminated through well-known chan-
nels over the whole world. We do not want any of
these guesses. We have a guide that does not leave
us in the dark when we are searching for the first
germs of the idea of God. Guided by language we
can see as clearly as possible how, in the case of deva,
the idea of God grew out of the idea of Light, of act-
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ive light, of an awakening, shining, illuminating, and
warming light. We are apt to despise the decayed
seed when the majestic oak stands before our eyes,
and it may cause a certain dismay in the hearts of
some philosophers that the voice of God should first
have spoken to man from out the fire. Still as there is
no break between dcva, bright, as applied to Agni, the
fire, and many other powers of nature, and the Deus
Optimus Maxiinus of the Romans, nay, as the god
whom the Greeks ignorantly worshipped was the same
God whom St. Paul declared unto them, we must
learn the lesson—and a most valuable lesson it will
turn out to be—that the idea of God is the result of an
unbroken historical evolution, call it a development,
an unveiling, or a purification, and not of a sudden
revelation.
Is it for us to find fault with the manner in which
the divine revealed itself, first to the eyes and then to
the mind of men ? And is the revelation in nature
really so contemptible a thing that we can afford to
despise it, or at the utmost treat it as good enough for
the heathen world ? Our eyes must have grown very
dim, our mind very dull, if we can no longer perceive
how the heavens declare the glory of God.
We have now named and classified the whole of
nature, and nothing seems able any longer to surprise,
to terrify, to overwhelm us. But if the mind of man
had to be roused for the first time, and to be lifted up
to the conception of something beyond itself, what
language could have been more powerful than that
which spoke in mountains and torrents, in clouds and
thunder-storms, in skies and dawns, in sun and moon,
in day and night, in life and death? Is there no
voice, no meaning, is there no revelation in all this ?
Was it possible to contemplate the movements of the
heavenly bodies, the regular return of day and night,
of spring and winter, of birth and death without the
deepest emotion ? Of course, people may say now.
We know all this, we can account for it all, and phi-
losophy has taught us. Nil admirari, to admire noth-
ing. If that is so, then it may be that the time has
come for a more than natural revelation. But in the
early days of the world, the world was too full of
wonders to require any other miracles—the whole
world was a revelation, there was no need for any
special disclosure. At that time the heavens, the
waters, the sun and moon, the stars of heaven, the
showers and dew, the winds of God, fire and heat,
winter and summer, ice and snow, nights and days,
lightnings and cloiids, the earth, the mountains and
hills, the green things upon the earth, the wells, and
seas, and floods—all blessed the Lord, praised him,
and magnified him forever. Can we imagine a more
powerful revelation ? Is it for us to say that for the
children of men to join in praising and magnifying
Him who revealed Himself in His own way in all the
magnificence, the wisdom, and order of nature, is
mere paganism, polytheism, pantheism, and abomi-
nable idolatry ? I have heard many blasphemies,
none greater than this.
It has been argued again and again that Natural
Religion is impossible, that the human mind, with
nothing but Nature for its guide and teacher, cannot
arrive at the idea of God. That idea— it is held even
now by the most eminent divines—must be considered
either as innate, or as communicated by a special
revelation. Instead of attempting to controvert these
two prevalent theories—for, it is clear, that they can
be no more than theories—the historical school appeals
to facts. I wish to show that in the ancient records of
religion we still possess evidence, however fragment-
ary, that the human mind was able by its own inhe-
rent powers to ascend from nature to nature's God,
and, in the end, to the God of nature. If we can
prove this the final issue cannot be doubtful, for even
in theological discussions facts are still stronger than
theories.
In answer to those who have recourse to what they
call innate faculties, or special revelation, we appeal
to the facts, preserved in the Veda, if nowhere else,
which show how in India, at all events, the evolution
of the concept of God is a matter of history, and can
be watched by us, step by step, from the first naming
of an agent behind the fire, to the highest expression
of a God above all gods, a creator, a ruler of the
world, a judge, and yet a compassionate father.
When so much is at stake, you will understand that
we must be extremely careful not to leave any posi-
tion in our onward march exposed to attack. We
have many and powerful enemies. For some reason
or other our opponents claim for their own theories
the character of orthodoxy, while they try to prejudge
the whole question by stigmatizing our own argument
as heterodox. Now, I should like to ask our oppo-
nents first of all, by what authority such metaphysical
theories as that of innate ideas can possibly claim the
name of orthodox, or where they can point to chapter
and verse in support of what they call either a special
or a universal primeval revelation, imparting to hu-
man beings the first concept and name of God. I
must say that to a student of the religions of the
world in their immense variety and their constant di-
visions, the names of orthodox and heterodox, so
freely used at all times and on all sides, have lost
much both of their charm and their terror. One learns
to appreciate, not what for the time being was called
orthodox by Popes and Councils, but what each hon-
est man in his heart of hearts believed to be true, and,
if necessary, asserted to be true in the face of Popes
and Councils. Anyhow, with all proper respect for
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theories, or confessions, or articles of faith, one learns
reverence for facts, and it is this true reverence for
facts which makes accuracy and fullness of statement
almost a sacred duty to the student of the history of
religion.
It has been shown how the Dawn coming, no
one knew whence, and opening every morning the
everlasting gates of the East, called forth in the minds
of the Vedic poets the first vague intimation of an in-
finite, of a world beyond this world, nay, of an im-
mortal life. Under the name of Aditi, the un-bounded,
she is implored by many poets, by none more touch-
ingly than by him who expresses a hope that in that
distant dawn ' he may see again his father and his
mother.' The storm-wind also, and the hero of the
.'.-.under-storm, Indra, have been shown to contain the
same theogonic seeds which in the poetry of the ancient
world developed slowly, but safely, into the concept
of a supreme god, the ruler of the world, to be feared,
to be believed in, to be worshipped by men. But all
these cases—those of Jupiter, Ouranos, etc.—have
been so often and so fully discussed by others and by
myself, that I preferred to unroll before your eyes a new
picture, showing the history of the Fire from its simple
beginnings of the burning on the hearth to its final
apotheosis as the god of light, as an all-powerful, all-
wise, yet compassionate, god. This one evolution will
have to serve as a specimen and illustration of all
other evolutions in Physical Religion. They all land
us in the end at what I call the henotheistic stage, the
belief in single, but supreme, gods. That stage is
often followed by what I call \!a& polytheistic stage, in
which these single gods are arranged in some kind of
order, mostly under the sway of one god more powerful
than the rest, till at last, during the monotheistic stage
the idea of god is seen to exclude the possibility of
multiplicity, and the name of God, used in the singular,
and in the singular only, assumes a meaning which it
never had before.
When the light of Agni is spoken of as immortal,
that need not mean any more than that it lasts forever,
if properly kept up. We read, for instance, " See this
light immortal among mortals." (Rig-Veda VI., g, 4),
This need not mean as yet more than this never-dying
light. But the fire, as a masculine, or rather as an
agent, was likewise called amartya, not dying, or im-
mortal, and the Vedic poets dwelt again and again on
the contrast between the immortal Agni and his mortal
friends. Of other Devas also it was said that they
were not, like human beings, subject to decay and
death. But while the ancient poets brought them-
selves to think of an impassable gulf between the
mortals on one side, and the immortals on the other,
this gulf vanished again in the case of Agni. He, im-
mortal as he was, dwelt among men. He was the
guest of men, often called the immortal among
mortals.
Now this expression, 'immortal among mortals,'
seems at first sight of no great consequence. But like
many of these ancient phrases, it contains germs wait-
ing for a most important development in the future.
We may recognize in that simple expression of an im-
mortal dwelling among mortals, being the guest, the
friend, the benefactor of mortals, the first attempt of
bridging over the gulf which human language and hu-
man thought had themselves created between the
mortal and the immortal, between the visible and the
invisible, between the finite and the infinite.
Such ideas appear at first sight in a very simple
and almost unconscious form, they present themselves
without being looked for, but they remain fixed in the
mind, they gain from year to year in strength and
depth, and they form at last a fertile soil from which,
in later ages, may spring the most sublime concep-
tions of the unity between the mortal and the im-
mortal, between the visible and the invisible, between
the finite and the infinite.
There is a continuity in all our thoughts, and there
is nothing more important for a true appreciation of
our intellectual organization than the discovery of the
coarse threads that form the woof of our most abstract
thoughts.
THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE.*
BY LUDWIG NOIRE.
II.
I ASSUME that antecedent to the rise of language,
social life held men together in herds or tribes. War,
at that time, was the universal natural state; war
against animals of other species, as well as against
neighboring tribes of the same species. It is not im-
probable that a peculiar sound or call united the mem-
bers of each single tribe, so that by setting up their
cry they could call together those who were distant,
dispersed, or had lost their way, or could mutually
encourage one another when engaged in battle with a
neighboring tribe. Let us suppose now that once a
member of one tribe warned his companions of the
approach of another tribe, by imitating the call or cry
of the latter ; we would have here the origin of the
first human word, for this would be an instance where
consciously and intentionally an idea had been excited
in the minds of like and kindred creatures.
We have thus, in the most natural manner, conduct-
ed into the province of the human word that which we
found in the animal state— namely, the call of allure-
ment, the war-cry, and the call of warning.
Geiger truly observes that ' ' the thing of greatest in-
terest to man has ever been man," and seeks, accord-
* Translated by UKyX from Noir^'s Die Welt ah Entwickclun^ ties Geistes,
(Leipzig, Veil & Co.)
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ingly, for the oldest designation of language in the
expression of human acts. But I should be greatly
surprised if man as an entirety was not earlier obvious
and noticeable than his single acts, than even his
most expressive pantomime or gesture. This latter is
always an abstraction, and it seems to me that, not its
immediate perceptive knowledge of course, but its
being comprehended and designated by a word, must
have involved an enormous antecedent development.
Man entire, on the other hand, is a perfectly concrete,
known, and ever recurring fact. Look at the animal
world. Animals, aside from that which interests and
affects their sensual life, wherein they are guided by-
instinct, first of all acquire intelligent knowledge re-
garding individuals of their own species, their friends
and their foes, other animals and men. The marmot
knows his enemies, attacks the dog, assails man and
tries to disable him. The dog knows his master : the
dog of Ulysses recognized his master when no one
else knew him.
* *
I now ask the reader to accompany me in the fol-
lowing course of observation.
In addition to the instincts of nutrition, movement,
and the like, which find their immediate expression
through the life of the senses, there are further pres-
ent in young animals and men, born in them, certain
obscure ideas or percepts, and among these ideas is
found, because it is the most natural of all, the idea or
percept of beings that are. exactly like themselves.
Just as the bird builds its nest, so does the infant
know its mother, who from the beginning constitutes
its entire world. It conceives, at the very outset, the
entire external world as constituted like itself (Will
Over Against Will).*
The child cries, it gets angry, it has desires, it is
amiable. Its most natural perceptual idea, therefore,
is that of a being like itself, the representation of a
distinct personality, which since.it appears to it as a
mother administering nutrition, love, and care, is in-
deed the most important and the most interesting
of all things about it. The first word that a child
learns is that which denotes its mother ; that word
*Asa characteristic instance let me quote the following passage from
Weitzel's Autobiography. This man, the son of a turbulent period,— that pre-
ceding the French Revolution,— describes his youthful impressions, in which,
only as a boy six years old, he indignantly vents his rage against the existing
social injustices, bewails his own sufferings and his mother's wretchedness.
He says: " In this frame of mind many a time I went out into the open air,
and shook my clenched fists at the heavens, uttering imprecations and curses.
' May God be punished for thi-,* I exclaimed, 'may the Holy Mother of God
be punished for this! ' Under the impression that the abused divinities were
incensed at my conduct, I challenged them to destroy me by a blast of light-
ning: ' Do me some harm,' I frantically eiclaimed, ' kill me if you dare! ' —
This nai've anthropomorphism brings back to my mind the touching reply of
Lafontaine's old maid servant to the harsh words of the ecclesiastical zealot,
who had embittered the last days of the poet's life by sanctimonious austeri-
ties, but who still expressed his apprehension that the departed one miglit
after all have gone to hell: " Dieu n'aura jamais Ic courage de Ic damficr."
bursts forth from its emotional life, from the im-
pulse of its will, and is accompanied by an actual rep-
resented image.
Are we not, accordingly, justified in the inference,
that the primum cognitum was also the primum appel-
lafum ? That is, that the most natural, the most intelli-
gible, and the most interesting percept first and before
all gave birth to the first word ?
Among philosophers who have given their attention
to this subject, this view has been both rejected (Leib-
nitz) and accepted (Condillac, Locke, Adam Smith).
Some maintain that the earliest words were proper
names ; others, that they were nouns appellative.
Max Miiller decides the question in this way. He
assumes three stages: the first is where the object is
designated after some quality or attribute {cavea, cave,
from Sanskrit root ku, to hide), where, accordingly, a
general idea is applied to a particular object and be-
comes its proper name, just as in the case in which a
man first received the name of Great Head; secondly,
that this proper name is thereupon transferred to all
or to many things like it ; and, thirdly, that these
names are thereby raised to the rank of appellatives
or names of a genus.
This solution suffers from the drawback that it is
not a solution. When Max Miiller says, "The first
thing really known is the general," we are entitled to
ask. How came man by the knowledge and the desig-
nation of this 'general '? To be sure, at a time when
men were already in the possession of a couple of hun-
dred words by which they designated acts, qualities,
and characteristics, they may very naturally have ap-
plied such roots to the characterization of things—
called their river, for example, Ach (water) or Rhine
(the flowing), their sea Saivs (the agitated), their lake
Meer (originally : a soft, marshy mass). A name of
this kind might then continue a proper name, or be-
come an appellative. Even at the present day we
may understand sea both as proper name and general
concept, specialized by adjectives : as "the White Sea,"
" the Black Sea. " Permutations of this kind have taken
place at all times, and are being continually employed
up to the present day. The " Red one " the "Black
one " in this sense become proper names ; Tartuffe and
Eulenspiegel in French are names appellative. The
magnet (derived from the city of Magnesia) has given
the designation of " magnetic " to one of the most gen-
erally diffused forces, qualities—that is attributes—of
things.
Of this problem I myself shall now attempt a solu-
tion, and, as I trust, with somewhat better success.
By two examples I shall briefly illustrate the subject
as conceived by the eminent men referred to :
Adam Smith, Condillac, and Locke say: A child calls
every man papa, every young man uncle or Char-
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ley, or something similar ; hence proper names
were the original ones.
Leibnitz says : Children call every person tiian, and
use most frequently such words as thing, plant,
animal; hence general terms were the original
words.
But how easily this contradiction is dissipated
when we take into consideration the fact that from
the start there is presented to the child, on the one
hand, only a limited number of words, and on
the other, an equally limited number of sensory
perceptions. Both these classes, now, are mixed up
with one another; that is, with some one certain word the
child associates a number of similar sensory percepts,
which it confounds and interchanges, because as yet it
does not know their differences. And the words which
the child most frequently hears from its parents are
cither very special in character, denoting beings that
it meets oftenest, as papa, uncle, and the like, or
words of a very general significance ; which stands to
reason, since one cannot at once teach a child words
like "forget-me-not," "rhinoceros," "shoe-maker,"
and so forth. Naturally, therefore, the child arranges
all the facts of its experience under the head of words
like those above cited, and since it soon learns
to distinguish "papa" and "uncle" from all other
beings, the general terms at the second stage of its de-
velopment alone remain to it. But no inference can
properly be dravyn from facts of this kind, because
we are not concerned here with words invented
by the child itself, but with others that have been
communicated to it from a higher stage of culture.
The child's activity is at first one of generalization
;
that is, of connecting phenomena that repeatedly
occur, with some one word that stands at its disposal.
Only later does it learn to classify and subdivide cor-
rectly, as when it hears that "the Rhine is a river,"
"the Hudson is a river," "the Mississippi is a river."
From observations of this sort but one thing can
inferentially be estabhshed. Namely, this: that lan-
guage at its origin designated by its first words those
objects that were the most striking and the most in-
teresting to man, and proceeded then, by the help of
these words, to generalize—that is, to attach similar
things to some single word. The marked importance
of some object which constantly occurred in some
particular isolated form, naturally must have led to
the attribution of some particular name to that object,
and proper names, accordingly, very probably be-
long to the oldest words of humanity.
The science of language has proved that the roots
from which the words of to-day have risen, originally
denoted definite acts. But considering the endless
flux of the meanings of words and of the contents of
concepts it is very difficult to assert that those mean-
ings—which are the furthermost limits that science by
retrogressive inference has reached—were their orig-
inal primitive meanings; in other words, that the root
da at its origin meant to bind, gd to go, mar to grind.
Even Geiger's ingenious hypothesis, that the first
word originated from the imitation of a facial gesture
accompanied by the simultaneous utterance of sound,
is somewhat forced ; for here we miss the element of
communication, which even in the animal world was
considerably developed, and from which, doubtless,
also human speech sprung.
The single and individual acts of man, as we have
remarked, are also abstractions, the representation and
connection o{ which by means of the word cannot be
put at the beginning, for the cogent reason that in in-
fant development we observe that the child fixes by
words only that which is personal and thus of frequent
recurrence, whereas flitting and transient acts and
gestures only affect its sensory life, make the child
cry or laugh, but do not produce calm reflection. We
are much inclined, therefore, to assign such roots as
"biting," "grinning," "rubbing," "smearing," and
so forth, to the second stage of the evolution of lan-
guage We cannot regard them as the original
starting-point of language.
On the contrary, for reasons that have been partly
alleged, we should rather assume that the names of
individual men, the names by which they were called,
and proper names were the earliest words. This,
moreover, explains a problem that has long occupied
the attention of the most eminent thinkers ; namely,
how man, amid the universal fiight of phenomena and
the concourse of the things of the external world, was
able to fix and retain the particular, and, at once by
the aid of the word, to raise it to the general concept.
This is a faculty so genuinely and purely human ; one
which we must endeavor to bring home to ourselves
as distinctly as possible. We listen to the human
words so naturally imitated by the parrot, or to a dog
that barks at us and manifestly tries to tell us some-
thing in his own language ; and all this affords us great
satisfaction, for we perceive in it, distinctly drawn,
the line of demarcation between man and beast. But
to hear an animal ((7«.f(:/Vz/j/)' utter even a singlch.\xm2X\.
word, would fill us with dismay.
*
* *
As we have stated, the creation of language, the
greatest miracle of which consists in the phenomenon
that amid the universal dissolution and flux of intui-
tions it isolates by the phonetic word a single percept,
and by degrees condenses that percept into a mental
image, as something subsisting by itself,—this crea-
tion of language can only owe its existence to some
natural and immediate contingency. It must originally
have operated with regard to objects whose duration
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stability, and isolation from other natural phenomena
had been discovered and established beyond the
shadow of a doubt; whose mental representation, as
well by means of inner capacity of comprehension
(innate representative power of things like us) as by
the constant recurrence of the real object itself, be-
came so clear, so fixed, and unequivocal, that it could
be said that like Pallas the representation of this ob-
ject sprang with the word from the head of man in full
and complete panoply! But this object must have
been our companion and homologue man, and hence
the names by which men were called, their appella-
tions, were tlie first words*
But are we able to conceive of a way in which these
proper names have become actual general names, and
general concepts thus begun their silent yet continuous
operations ? I do not believe that this can prove
so difficult a task. It would suffice that a number of
such sounds be given, and that the images of the indi-
viduals thus denoted be constantly called to mind by
the utterance of the sound ; in such a case, in time,
some peculiar feature of someone of these objects might
at the utterance of the word gradually become excited
in the mind of the hearer and become attached to the
word itself. I intentionally leave this exposition in
its present vague and general form, because a person
cannot be too cautious in speaking of that primeval
time of transition from animality to humanity, and
because every advanced step must be made with the
utmost circumspection. I merely recall to mind, that
in the case even of people of the present day, bap-
tismal names are during early childhood usually not
employed as appellations or names by which children
are called, but that some name is invented, suggestive
of some striking peculiarity of the child, or often in
imitation of some favorite sound uttered by the child
itself. We might, accordingly, merely reverse the
process we are considering, by supposing in a given
individual the presence of some peculiar movement
of the mouth with a showing of the teeth, and to fancy
this peculiarity also present in another person, and
finally, to imagine that the name of ther former (pho-
netically, perhaps, connected with the peculiarity in
question) be transferred to the latter individual. In
* I recently read an observation by Spielhagen in the Gegenwart, which
harmonizes clearly with my view: "The uninterrupted, rushing stream of
impressions will change a d widen the old channel that the impressions of
youth have dug in our thouglit and sensation, and will obliterate the images
that apparently no longer possess any meaning or interest for us. I say appar-
ently, for, in reality, such is not the case. Even those who have traveled far-
thest, those who have been most buffeted about by fate, even those who have,
risen to the highest pinnacle of fortune, despite their broad range of vision
and exalted station, will constantly surprise themselves in the act of uncon-
sciously comparing their present great world with the limited one of their
childhood and youth, and that they will always class new men and people un-
der the head of a few categories, based upon a limited number of prototypes,
which they regard as normal — the few men, namely, who have decisively
influenced their early lives, or at least have witnessed with interest the evolu-
tion of their youthful years."
an hypothesis of this kind we should have the first be-
ginning of the formation of the concept. What a
feeble beginning ! the reader will exclaim. But let him
bear in mind, how faint, upon the whole, are all begin-
nings in the organic world. It is an unquestionable
result of modern linguistic research, that the names of
most animals are derived from colors. The variety
and heterogeneousness of colors were circumstances
that very early interested man. Hence may it not be
legitimate to infer that the appellation of some cer-
tain man who was distinguished by a certain color and
thus necessarily brought to mind that color, was in the
lapse of time conferred upon others who were conspic-
uous by reason of the same characteristic, and that by
degress it was transferred to animals, and finally be-
came a generic name ?
CEREBELLUM AND PONS.
The Small Brain (or Cerebelluni) together with the
Bridge {Pons Varolii') encircles the medulla oblongata
like a thick ring, being thickest at the posterior part.
CEREBIiLLUM
Bottom of Fourth Ve
DORSAL VIEW. (After Sappey.)
icle, the root of wliich is formed by the cere-
bellu
Stri the ots of the auditory nerve,
ising from the medulla and overlapping in
right side,
igs of the clavae are
: acustica
3. Left lower Peduncle
its further progress the uppe • peduncl ?,
4. Clavae funiculi gracilis, the Clu
caused through nuclei imbedded in their fibres.
5. Upper Peduncles, connecting the cerebellum through the red nucleus
with the posterior hill, the thalamus, and most likely also with the hemis-
pheres.
6. Laqueus or fillet, a tract of nervous fibres, originating on the dorsal side
below the Four Hills. It passes slantingly to a lower part of the ventral side.
The fillet consists of fibres from the auditory nerve, the trigeminus and the
spinal cord, the latter part being motory. The others connect the activity of
their respective nerves with the thalamic region.
7. Brachia ad pontem, the thickest among the three pairs of bands which
pass into the cerebellum. It connects the Small Brain with the Bridge.
The dotted line at the top represents the corpora quadrigemina or Four
Hills.
The left and middle part of the cerebellum is cutoff. The gray and whit j
substance in the interior of the cerebellum is so arranged as to produce the
figure of a tree, called arbor vilae, the tree of life.
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The Pons overarches, bridge-like (hence its name),
the medulla in front. It receives in the nuclei of gray
substance embedded in its fibres, many nerves from
the pyramidal tracts and thus forms an intermediate
station between the cerebrum and the lower motor}'
mechanism.
Some of the nerves that originate here stand in
relation to the Pons. Thus, the fifth nerve {ti-ige?ni-
nus') breaks with its motory as well as sensory fibres
through the Pons ; and a disease in either arch of the
Pons always affects to a greater or less extent the sen-
sibility and motility of the opposite part of the body.
Between the two lobes of the Cerebellum there is a
narrow central portion which, because of its worm-like
appearance, is called vermis or worm. The upper
worm culminates in the monticiilus (mountain), the
lower worm in the uvula (or grape).
The names of the different parts of the Small Brain
may be studied in the adjoined diagrams.
The functions of the different parts of the Cere-
bellum are little explored. We know however that
irritations produce vertigo and rolling motions. Ani-
mals in which the Cerebellum is injured, show an un-
certainty in their movements similar to that observable
in a drunkard. The adjoined pictures (reproduced
from the Encyclopedia Britannica) show two pigeons;
Yet all movements are executed apparently without
consciousness and without the faintest sign of intelli-
gence.
PIGEON WHOSE HEMISPHERES ARE REMOVED.
from the one the Small Brain and from the other the
Hemispheres have been removed. The former shows
all signs of intelligence : its motor apparatus are in all
their details uninjured
;
yet the power of properly co-
ordinating the various motions is entirely gone. Thus
the pigeon lies helplessly sprawled on the ground.
The other pigeon stands firmly on its feet; it flies if
thrown into the air ; it walks steadily if through some
irritation it is made to move ; in a word the power of
co-ordinating the most complex motions is preserved.
DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION THROUGH BRIDGE AND SMALL BRAIN.
tReproduced from Edinger.)
It represents the most important results obtained by Benedict Stilling
with regard to the paths of the various fibres in the cerebellum. The me-
dulla has been severed and pulled out of place in order to show the Bridge and
Small Brain at once. Thus the upper peduncles ^bracliia cerebelti anteriora)
appear in the wrong place. They must be conceived as belonging much lower.
They enter the cerebellum at the hole in the middle. (Compare for a cor-
rection of this displacement the other drawings of the cerebellum.) Little
additional knowledge upon this subject has been gained since Stilling.
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PONS AND ITS RELATIONS.
The Roman numbers i
The fifth nerve {trige).
ndicate the nerves in their order.
iiniis) divides in the Gasserian ganglion (marked s)
into three sensory branches :
1. The ophthalmic branch ;
2. The supra-maxillary branch ;
3. The infra-maxillary branch ;
V?n. Motory branch of the fifth nerve.
C. Lobes of the cerebrum. Hemispheric region.
The gray layer between the roots into which the first (olfactory) nerve
divides is called substantia perforata (marked x s).
Tk, Thalamus opticus.
h. Hypophysis. Here the optic nerve decussates. Its decussation is called
chiasma, having the shape of a Greek Chi, 1^.
a. Corpora candicantia or mammillaria.
i. Corpus geniculatum interius.
e. Corpus geniculatum exterius, being the ganglions of the second, or optic
nerve. The optic nerve divides into two parts, the exterior stands in close
connection through the corpus geniculatum exterius with the thalamus and
passes into the anterior Hill of the corpora quadrigemina. The interior passes
into the posterior Hill.
tc. Tuber cinereum.
P. Peduncles of the brain or crura cerebri.
P. V, Pons Varolii.
/ a. Anterior pyramid of medulla. The decussation of the pyramidal
tracts below the pyramids is plainly visible.
0. Olivary body.
C. N. First cervical nerve.
c. I. Lateral column of spinal cord.
c.a. Anterior column.
C. e. Lobus lunatus anterior of cerebellum.
C e'. Digastric lobe of cerebellum.
Jl. Flocculus or tuft, a small lobe of cerebellum.
CORRESPONDENCE.
LOOKING UPWARD.
To tlu Editor of The Open Court :—
In T/:e Open Court of the 20th ult. there appeared a very
lucid, strong article to a great extent in annihilation of Mr. Bel-
lamy's social dream. As a well constructed fortalice of conserva-
tism it was doubtless widely admired, and its sharp-cut lines must
have assured many of its inherent strength. Beauty of form is
always attractive, and when combined with good material is often
taken as a guarantee of intrinsic worth.
But new buildings, however externally fair, must before occu-
pancy be tested. " It is truth only," justly declares the article
referred to, "that can make us free." What avails height of in-
tellectuality, breadth of purpose, and beauty of execution, if the
foundations be unsound ?
'
' There comes a dreamer who flatly proposes to abolish the
law of gravitation." This assertion regarding Mr. Bellamy's pur-
pose constitutes the key of the whole article, and, if it be true,
then were Mr. Bellamy indeed an idle dreamer. But it is not
true. Illustrations, symbols, form perhaps the most convincing of
all arguments, but they must have more than a mere specious re-
semblance to their prototypes in order to abide.
In other words, competition, which it is true Mr. Bellamy
wishes to see abolished in its cruder form, is here taken to have an
exact parallel in gravitation ! In what way can " the force which
aggregates masses and resists the separation of masses," or gravi-
tation, be compared with competition, which is defined as "a
common strife for the same object "? Gravitation is an aggregat-
ing force, competition is a separating force. To use Grant Allen's
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terminology : the first is a force, the second an energy. Competi-
tion cannot for a moment be compared with gravitation, except
in so far as both are laws of nature.
Thus, in trying to do away with competition, Mr. Bellamy
does not propose to abolish gravitation, and the arguments founded
on this rash illustration fall to the ground. But neither does he
seek to "abolish " competition as an energy or as any law of na-
ture, which is probably what was meant by the illustration. Very
sacred to science is that basic struggle for existence in which com-
petitive energy is the chief factor, but Mr. Bellamy would not
disturb the sanctity of the principle ; he would only carry its pro-
cess—its mode of action—a little further.
The Open Court has always been an ardent champion of scien-
tific progress. No later than No. 135 an admirable article on " Na-
ture and Nurture" contained a complete vindication of Mr. Bel-
lamy's theory. Yes : competition is, indeed, the method of nature,
but nurture transforms competition into co-operation. The two
methods are not, evolutionally, opposed—but sequent. When com-
petition by nature has done its work in evolution, then its energy
is commuted by nurture, and becomes known as co-operation.
That this is so will be granted from everyday experience. The
large "trusts" of the hour, the public school and kindergarten
systems, the concentration of wealth in the form of syndicates, of
labor in the form of unions, and so forth, are all so many proofs of
the irresistible tendency of developed competition to co-operate.
Energy is a constant quantity. The scientist's "struggle for life"
goes on, but gradually, the meaning of " life " expands. From mere
"material existence" it becomes "soul-existence" through the
medium of " mind-existence." The article, which, has called out
this rejoinder, well remarks: " The people perish from want of
knowledge." But how can they acquire knowledge absorbed in
the slavery of material acquisition ? Without prejudice to the
more sublime fruits of the " mind-existence " and " soul-existence,"
Mr. Bellamy would seem to be both scientific and logical in first
endeavoring to ameliorate the present "physical existence" or
brute struggle for life.
"Mr. Bellamy depicts a state of society where there is no
competition." No competition ! It is a hard saying. But again
an illustration may help us. Consider the case of a man who has
worked hard and successfully for a competence. He has brought
all his competing forces under control—organized them to cooper-
ate—to this end, and at fifty retires from business. Supposing him
not to have become developed ' ' one-sidedly " he nqw begins to
enjoy life. All material cares for the future have vanished, but
does he stagnate and die, i. e., is existence impossible now the
material struggle is past ? Luckily we have many examples to the
contrary. The physical nature relieved, the man's force is now
directed toward the further development of his intellectual and
moral nature. He pursues knowledge and wisdom unfettered, and
the race is proportionately benefitted by the amount and quality of
that emancipated and concentrated force. Millionairism only
compiles material for executive wisdom, which will be content
with a simple competence as "the wages of going on " with its
work for humanity.
But the writer of the paper " Looking Forward " is really, if
he knew it, on the same side with Mr. Bellamy. He says : " Give
the poorest a citance to acquire as good an education as the richest
commands," How can he get a chance when his barriers are mate-
rial wealth ? Thanks to partial co-operation the poorest can now
acquire a common school-education, but can he go to college, can
he mix with cultivated society, travel, study ? No, he must work
for material subsistence ; any leisure goes to recuperate force ex-
pended in that direction. Yet when some future day announces
that sufiicient material has been extorted for "mere life," then a
sufficient proportion of intelligence will have become developed to
remove this common barrier of progress.
To sum up : It would rather seem that competition corresponds
scientifically to natural selection, but natural selection becomes in
time nurtured selection. The parallel of nurtured selection is co-
operation.
One last word as to Mr. Bellamy's social scheme. National-
ism's role would appear to be the wide introduction of the prin-
ciple of co-operation ; but the first work of co-operation will doubt-
less be the establishment of a thorough scientific, liberal education
for one and all. Thus will the value of that at present unknown
instrument, leisure, be appreciated—utilized for progress—instead
of being wasted or misused. Only the truly educated can properly
use leisure which is the first fruit of co-operation. L. d. a.
PRODUCTION LIMITED BY COMPETITION.
To the Editor of The Open Court .—
Dear Sir : Your article entitled " Looking Forward," which
by the way is of the same name as a pamphlet of mine, is positively
marked in the number sent me March 20th, I presume to attract
my attention, as the article is in direct antagonism to my views on
Social problems. I take the pencil mark in the spirit that a bull
does when a red flag is flaunted before his eyes Because I am
under the impression that it was intended that I should. I pre-
sume that one of the main points on which we differ is this : You
are under the impression that life must be a battle, in which the
race is improved by the survival of the fittest. The fittest, of
course, at present, is the one best adapted to succeed in the com-
petitive struggle. The meaner the man engaged in production the
cheaper he can put goods on the market. Such a man will hire
women and children instead of men, will invent fines to rob them,
use shoddy and evade liabilities, and put goods on the market
cheaper than an upright honest man who did not grind the face of
his employees. We all know that following the golden rule in the
competitive system would lead you directly to the poor house.
I claim that the kind spirit of emulation substituted for wolfish
competition would make the nobleman (instead of the villain) the
fittest to survive. But when you come to realize the tremendous
productive power that inventions have given to humanity and
know for a certainty that all might have the necessaries and luxu-
ries of lite with no more labor than is healthful exercise (if the
dead-lock on production was removed and all were to assume
their share of the burden of society), then we become convinced
that life need not be a battle, and the race would be no better if it
were developed as high in that direction as a bull-dog. The Open
Court says, " let us be fair to our enemies." There is no need for
having industrial enemies. Also " let us adapt ourselves to nature,
let us break down artificial barriers between man and man." I
am so sorry that he does not undertake to say what the artificial
barriers are. We socialists do, we say, private ownership in land,
and competitive system ; we say that the machinery of production
must belong to society, because there are hundreds of factories
shut down, and hundreds of thousands of idle men anxious to run
the machinery in those factories to produce the wealth they need.
But Private Enterprise says : you must not produce the things the
people need, because they have not any money with which to buy
them, and it will cause an overproduction. For at present produc-
tion is limited not to needs of the people but to their purchasing
power, and as long as they are kept idle and receive no wages they
will not have purchasing power. And this is the short-sighted im-
becility that is the cause of undeserved and unnecessary destitu-
tion right in the midst of a possible deluge of abundance ; for it
can be demonstrated that we have the power and the will to pro-
duce a great many times more of the things we need than we can
consume, and as long as production is limited to the purchasing
power, more men will be thrown into idleness, and the purchasing
power diminished, until destitution is the lot of all who are not
drawing rent and interest.
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The temperate and industrious man who cannot find employ-
ment is in an awful position. So-called civilization is his des-
perate enemy, it has placed him at a far greater disadvantage
than the savage in the wildwood. The savage is not dependent on
his fellow-man for the privilege to live, for the land and all na-
ture's bounties are free and open to him, and stand securely be-
tween him and starvation. Whereas the so-called civilized man
finds the land all pre-empted, and is robbed of these opportunities,
and has nothing between him and starvation but cold humiliating
charity or suicide. There are thousands of willing workers travel-
ing the streets for thousands of miles pleading for the privilege
to toil. When their clothes are good they get refused, when they
are worn out they get refused and abused. If hunger compels
them to steal, they are not the enemies of society. But society is
their desperate enemy. C. Orchardson.
CO-OPERATION AND COMPETITION.
[in reply to the two foregoing letters.]
BY THE AUTHOR OF "LOOKING FORWARD."
A Clergyman who preaches in any one of our dogmatic
churches is responsible to his superiors, to the Council, the Synod,
or perhaps to a Bishop ; but no one of his audience would be
allowed to rise after he had spoken and criticize his sermon. How
different it is with the religion of science ! As a preacher of the
religion of science I have no superior, there is no bishop above
me, no council, no synod ; but every one of my audience has the
right to ask, " Is it the truth which thou propoundest, and are the
commands which thou teachest founded in the nature of things ? "
In conformity with this right a few among my audience have
risen and have sent in their protests against my doctrines. I am
arraigned for having taught wrong ideas that will lead astray,
and here I am to defend myself ; and if it be found that I am
wrong, I shall abandon my case and join him who teaches the
truth.
The letters of both my accusers are different in character,
and they present their arguments differently. They cannot be
disposed of with the same answer. So let me treat their objec-
tions separately.
Mr. L. D. A. is a man of lofty aspirations. He has a warm
heart and fights like a brave soldier for the ideals of humanity.
Yet he does not understand why competition can be compared to
the law of gravitation. He says :
" Gravitation is an aggregating force and competition is a separating
force. To use Grant Allen's terminology : the first is a force, the second an
energy."
Mr. L. D. A. should have left Grant Allen's theory out of
our discussion. By chance I happen to know Grant Allen's theory,
which is one of the most ingenious devices I have ever met with it
has only one fault and that is, it does not agree with facts. Mr.
Allen confesses in a prefatory ' ' Apology " that he had sent his book
"Force and Energy," before it appeared in print, to several spe-
cialists. He continues ;
at my lucubrations: those
itly contradictory criticisms,
lat was already known, and
it was diametrically opposed
lementary ignorance of the
ill candidly plead guilty."
' Not many of the specialists, I fear. lookec
who did returned me one or other of two appare
Some of them said my theory was only just w
universally acknowledged. Others of them said
to what was already known, and betrayed an t
entire matter. To the ignorance thus imputed I 1
Gravitation, I am told by L. D. A., is an aggregative force
and competition is a separative force. This is not correct. The
very name competition means "a striving together." Is it not
competition that builds our great cities ? and in the cities is it not
again competition that crowds the competitors together in especi-
ally favored quarters ? Mr. L. D. A defines competition as " a
common strife fcr the same object." Very well ! Is that not an
aggregative force just as much as gravitation ? Every gravitating
particle upon the earth gravitates towards the very same point in
the centre of our globe. This, however, is only part of the com-
parison. The most important resemblance is that both are natural
laws which can never be abolished and if they could be abolished,
they would throw the whole world into chaos. Gravitation shaped
our earth and competition produced our civilization.
I do not intend to be one-sided ; so I will confess right here,
that competition alone is nothing without its twin brother co5pera-
tion. Both have grown simultaneously and we may fairly expect
that in future times also they will increase and decrease with 01 e
another. In a state of society where there is little co-operation, there
is little competition. Competition grows in intensity with coop-
eration, and supposing we lived in Mr. BelUmy's state of com-
plete co-operation, competition would be scandalously fierce. Sup-
posing there were in the na'ional carpenters' shop the position
of a carpenters' boss vacant, how many do you suppose would com-
pete for the place ? Perhaps several thousand, and one only could
be appointed.
A friend of mine once held a position in the German govern-
ment. But he was noted for his liberal views. The German gov-
ernment is such a complete co-operative machine that the competi-
tion for advancement is simply frightful ; and if it happen that a
man trained in a certain branch of governmental service be for
some reason discredited with those who run the machine, he must
despair of ever getting along, for there is no " free" competition
which would allow him to look for an engagement in a similar
establishment and still less would he have a chance of making
himself independent.
Competition, it is true, forces the price of manufactured ar-
ticles down to its lowest level, but it keeps us awake and urges us
to progress with our times.
I remember that on a visit to a friend of mine who was em-
ployed in a large chemical manufactory, a great excitement arose
because a rival establishment had thrown goods on the market for
eight dollars which had cost one hundred and two dollars before.
There was no doubt that a new and important invention had been
made to manufacture the very same article that much cheaper.
There was but one alternative, either to make the same or perhaps
a similar invention, or to give up that branch of manufacturing for
good. I was later oil informed that they had succeeded in their
work, and humanity was benefited thereby.
Co-operative manufacturing which has not to look out for ri-
vals does not progress—a fact sufficiently proved by the stationary
methods of production in all state monopolies. The manufacture
of tobacco in France is carried on in exactly the same way year
after year, and the cigars made to-day are in shape and qualitj'
exactly the same as they were before. Every smoker of re-
fined taste gladly pays a royalty to get American or German ci-
gars. If we change all the manufacturies of a country into state
monopolies, if we annihilate competition, we nip progress in the
bud, and while business might become—a consequence still to be
doubted— as easy-going and as comfortable as a well endowed mi-
nastery of yore, it is certain that the whole country would sink in:o
a state of general stagnation.
Competition is at present the bugbear of social politics. It
depicted as the Moloch that devours our children, and its usual
epitlielon ornans is " wolfish."
Wolfish competition ! How savage that sounds. The word
reminds me of a prominent professor whose name was Wolf. He
was known as a just but severe examiner, and whenever a student
failed it was said that the wolf had eaten him. When Professor
Wolf heard of this saying, he said: "Never mind, I eat the
sheep only."
I knew a lady who, some years ago, determined to make a
living by teaching foreign languages, with which she was well ac-
quainted. Yet she was greatly afraid of competition, and es
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tablished herself as a teacher in a small town o£ Western America.
There was no competitor within perhaps a hundred miles around,
and there were many desirous of studying French and German.
But the pay she received was only twenty-five cents a lesson.
Let me adduce another instance of a different character. A
professor of Italian came to one of our eastern cities where an old
Italian music teacher had monopolized all the Italian, that, as he
thought, could possibly be studied. The arrival of the young pro-
fess3r aroused the indignation of the old gentleman, for there
was no room for both Abraham and Lot : one of them had to
leave. The young professor gave lectures on Dante and Petrarch,
and excited so much interest in the language of these poets that the
old gentleman became busier than he ever had been before and
both teachers could scarcely satisfy the demand
I learned a lesson from these experiences, and it is this ; An
able man or woman should not be afraid of competition, for after
all wolfish competition like Professor Wolf eats the sheep only.
Let us not be frightened by wolfish competition. It is better
and nobler than it appears For what does it mean else than the
right to work and to try one's best among other workers ?
I believe in co-operation as much as in competition. Society is so
complicated an organism that I can only sustain myself by coope-
ration. I perform some special work in order to help others, and in
my turn I am again helped by them. Yet the co-operation in which
I believe, is radically different from Mr. Bellamy's co-operative
ideal. The co-operation in which I believe does not exclude free
competition ; but Mr. Bellamy's co-operation is expressly proposed
to suppress, to supersede competition. Annihilate the right of com-
petition, which means that every one may freely exert his abilities
and earn the rewards of his industry—abolish the right of compe-
tition and you destroy freedom. Let us have more co-operation of
any kind, if you please, but may a gracious fate preserve us from
the Bellamitic state of a co-operative labor army, where we shall be
ordered about like a Prussian Grenadier and where the foundation
of our independence will be gone—the liberty of work and the free-
dom of enterprise. The fate of humanity, whether gracious or not,
will indeed preserve us from the realization of a Bellamitic Utopia,
for Mr. Bellamy's theory is a beautiful picture, beautiful to the
taste of Nationalists ; but it has the same little fault as Grant Allen's
most ingenious theory : it does not agree with facts.
Mr. L. D. A. says that competition corresponds scientifically
to natural selection, but natural selection becomes in turn nur-
tured selection— " nature is changed into nurture," into an artificial
culture, and "the parallel of nurtured selection is co-operation."
If natural selection changes into artificial selection, the natural
law is by no means altered, nor can competition, if Mr. Bellamy
'
' carries its process—its mode of action—a little farther " be
changed into its contrary. Artificial selection is nothing but nat-
ural selection guided by a special purpose ; it is a selection in
which the natural forces can work in one direction much quicker
than they would do if not interfered with. Artificial selection is no
abolition of natural selection or turning its process into its con-
trary ; it is rather a more concentrated and fiercer kind of selec-
tion. In a similar way competition will be more and more con-
centrated, it will in the further progress of mankind become rather
more concentrated than it ever was.
But now I must prepare for a dangerous attack ; Mr. Orchard-
son says he takes my article " in the spirit that a bull does when
a red flag is flaunted before his eyes." The bull raises his horns,
and if I am not on my guard he will gore me and trample my
body under foot,
Mr. Orchardson speaks about hundreds of factories that are
shut down, because private enterprise says : "you must not pro-
duce the things the people need, because they have not the money
to buy them, and it will cause an over-production. " "At present,
"
Mr. Orchardson says with emphasis, "production is limited not to
the needs of the people, but to their purchasing power." Did Mr.
Orchardson ever consider that the purchasing power represents
the amount of energy that humanity can devote to the production
of a special article ?
Mr. Orchardson wants production regulated according to the
needs of the people. That is a magnificent idea, the extent and
grandeur of which Mr. Orchardson does not seem to be conscious
of. The enviable savage, he tells us, "is not dependent on his fel-
low-man for the privilege to live, for the land and all nature's
bounties are free and open to him, and stand securely between
him and starvation." Who would not like to be a savage on these
terms ! Yet it is a pity that this ideal savage life is nowhere to be
found. Does Mr. Orchardson not know that the wretched Indians
who constituted the sparse population of this country not so many
decades ago, suffered from famine every third or fourth year and
several of their tribes actually perished from starvation ? I read, in
an account of the Amazon Indians, that among ten children scarcely
one will live to maturity— in spite of all the bounties of nature
that surround them. Production is there not limited by competi-
tion to the purchasing power of the people. Why do the savages
in their enviable state not regulate production to their needs ?
Simply because production is naturally always limited to the power
of production which in a civilized state is represented by the pur-
chasing power.
The needs of people are unlimited, and to regulate production
according to the needs of people would be an extremely difficult
task. Do not the Amazon Indians need all the things which we
enjoy now, and do we not need many more things, which we cannot
under present circumstances produce.
" An industrious man who cannot find employment is in an
awful position," says Mr. Orchardson. Certainly he is. Yet a man
who is unable to work because he is unable to adapt himself to
some useful work that is wanted, is in a worse condition still. The
former may ard probably will find employment after some time,
but the latter il he find a hundred employments, will be fitted for
none of them. Such a man will think that the world uses him
badly, while it is he who does not understand how to use the
world.
It is not true, as Mr. Orchardson contends, that the villain only
can survive in the struggle for existence. I admit that many a
noble-hearted man may fail in his endeavors by imprudence or
misfortune, but it is certain that the villain will always go to the
wall. The man " who grinds the face of his employees," "who
evades liabilities, uses shoddy," and does other mean things, will
not succeed in the competitive struggle. Let an employer try to
run his business according to these principles, which as Mr. Or-
chardson supposes will ensure his success, and we shall see how
long he can stand it. The business man who never " evades lia-
bilities, never uses shoddy, never grinds his employees "—except
when they do not attend to their duties—I am sure will best succeed
in life.
It is true that some employers try to get as much work for as
little pay as possible from their working men. They are mistaken.
It is much wiser to pay them duly, punctually, and rather a little
above the market price of their labor than below. Thus the em-
ployer will be able to select the best men for his work. And a
good man for twenty dollars a week is much cheaper than a bad
man for fifteen dollars.
On the other hand there are working men who think that they
ought to give as little and as bad work as possible for wages that
ought to be as high as possible. They are also mistaken. A working
man should receive and must demand fair wages ; if he shirks
work, he cannot expect to advance in life or gain credit inthe eyes
of his employer, so as to make his employment permanent.
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I should advise him rather to give higher returns in vifork than
his wages are worth. At least I have always tried to act according
to this principle and I do not think that I have fared the worse
for it.
There are many things that ought to be different in this world
and I can distinguish two kinds. First, there are evils and incon-
veniences which can be altered and to alter which is our duty.
But there is another class of evils, i. e., the things which appear
most unpleasant to many of us, and this other class is conditioned
by the natural state of things. Such things are death and birth,
the necessity of work in order to live, and many other contin-
gencies.
A very pious farmer used regularly to pray in the following strain
whenever a child was born to him : " God, my Lord, you know
that I admire all your work, and that I find no fault with crea-
tion. But permit me to take one exception to an ordinance of yours :
the way in which man is born. Why could you not have babes
brought by the storks as was customary in the age of fairy-
tales ? Or why couldn't you make them giowon trees like apples,
or have them hatched from eggs like little chickens. Good Lord if
these thoughts are sinful, please forgive me. I cannot help them !
Amen."
We may find fault with the nature of things, but there is no
use praying for a change. We cannot alter natural laws. Of
course we can better adapt ourselves to natural laws. Civilization
is nothing but a better adaptation to nature ; it is not the abolition
of nature ; it is not a superseding of her ordinances, but a pru-
dent and wise accomodation to the inalterable conditions of na-
ture. The form of competition ma"y be altered ; competition will
vary according to circumstances, but it will be as little superseded
as the law of gravitation.
Mr. Orchardson prays that production should be regulated
not in accordance with our power to produce but with our needs.
So would I pray if the prayer were not mere loss of time, and I
can assure Mr. Orchardson that I have more needs than Mr. Bel-
lamy can satisfy in his loftiest imagination. But I have thought
it best not to hanker after mirages but to attend to mj' most urgent
needs and try to do some work that might have a selling value
so as to keep myself and my family alive with the compensation I
receive for it.
We all agree that society can be better than it is. Therefore
it is my most favorite enjoyment, a kind of high luxury, to work for
human progress. But while I aspire for progress I observe that
the worst among the many barriers that have to be removed be-
fore we can progress is the tendency to dream. Any one who
expects relief through the hope of a fool's paradise, will never rid
himself of his ailments.
Mr. Orchardson asks what I mean by the artificial barriers that
are to be removed. Artificial barriers are those that prevent free
competition. Institutions that create monopolies, or conditions
that limit education to the rich classes prevent free competition.
If these barriers are removed, competition will be fiercer and will
make it impossible for an aristocracy of wealth to maintain their
advantages without being worthy of them.
The very nature of life is strife. Strife appears in the savage
state as a sanguinary warfare, and in civilized society during times
of peace as competition. Even children animated with the kindest
and tenderest feelings cannot even in mere play go along without
some kind of strife or emulation.
It is not the abolition of strife that we can hope for, it is only
its humanization. And indeed it is good that we cannot abolish
strife, for striving means living for some purpose, and living with-
out some purpose, higher than the mere enjoyment of life, would
render existence worthless. Competition is the cornerstone of
free enterprise and free enterprise is the condition of progress.
EASTERN NOTES.
To THOSE who are learning the things which are behind,' and
pressing forward to things which are before, the moral atmosphere
is full of new and exciting elements.
The winter in this section has had its usual polite diversions.
Emerson-Browning clubs, Greek plays, enacted by the demoiselles
of our modern Athens, gropings in the dust of Egyptian tombs,
centuries old, here engaged the dilettante.
The votaries of reform in civil government have been constant
and earnest in their public efforts, to maintain their cause, in the
face of insults from the U. S. Congress, and the indifference of large
numbers of the American people.
The young people are learning how to play their part in so-
ciety by practice in the management of Lend-a-Hand, Good- Will.
and Good-Work,—Christian-Endeavor, Kings-daughter, Kings-
lamb, and other juvenile clubs.
The churches have passed again through the annual peniten-
tial season, and are entered on Easter days, the gladdest of the
year. The call for change of creed-statement, whether voiced in
conventions, or only as yet a mental cry, is still felt.
The ferment in Presbyterian synods has not yet made a,
breach in the walls of that sect. The hope of reforming from
within is well sustained.
Dr. Martineau's words in England, "I am no more a Unita-
rian than I am a Trinitarian," would abolish the lines between all
Christian sects outside of the state church. So far, in this country,
his words have had small circulation.
There is evidence that the Episcopal sect is moving more
generally than any other, on " the new works of new days." One
of its ministry, tired of the formal prayer " for all sorts and con-
ditions of men," singles out the Czar of the Russias for his pray-
ers and efforts. He questions whether this nation is not justified
in withdrawing diplomatic relations from a man who tramples on
every human right, not only in the face of the laws of enlightened
humanity, but of the laws of his own land.
Another, the founder of the Brotherhood of the Carpenters,
joined the call of the mass meeting for Russian sympathy in
Faneuil Hall, March 31st. He was the only Christian minister
of Boston present. The Rev. John Brown, missionary to the
Spinners of Fall River, was the only other representative of the
Christian ministry present.
The several rectors of the churches in and about Boston have
formed an association for the scientific study of the Hebrew and
Christian Scriptures. Not many months ago, Dr. Phillips Brooks
of Trinity Church, in his service to the students of Harvard Uni-
versity, expounded the twenty-third Psalm after the old fashion,
i. e., how, under the soft influences of sky and cloud, and the re-
poseful occupation of a shepherd, David developed the devout feel-
ing and expression of the twenty-third Psalm. Had Dr. Brooks first
visited the sheep ranches and shepherds of South California, in
their dreary monotony and silence so terrible that to continue long
in the occupation is to efface the capacity for speech, it might have
occurred to him that like conditions produce like results. He might
have seen in the shepherd of California the shepherd of the Beth-
lehem hills. Sheep herding does not produce poetry of any kind.
Does war and bloody rapine produce it ? No man, adulterous, de-
ceitful, and bloodthirsty as David was, could have written any of
the Psalms. The scientific study of the claims of David to be the
Sweet Psalmist of Israel leaves nothing of them. They are
Israel's psalms, not David's.
Andrew White in the Popular Science Monthly, in his ' ' Pro-
gress of Science" papers, perpetuates the error concerning the
" Psalms of David." Such indifference to error shows that the
Bible has not yet, neither with the theologian nor the scientist,
come under the laws of literary criticism, but is still treated as
sacred even in its errors.
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In the Unitarian sect, while the error treated of here is ac-
knowledged by the scholars, it is taught at least until a recent
date, in the papers distributed in the Sunday-schools. The elimi-
nation of error, so important to the astronomer, has some im-
portance when it concerns the text-book of the Christian religion.
This club for the scientific study of the Bible is a considerable
straw, which indicates a change in the use of the book. It will
indicate a still greater change when the clergy can publish the
full results of iheir study to the people.
A recent translator of the psalms, one of a liberal faith, de-
clared that he dared not use the corrected spelling of the word
Jehovah
—
Jahveh—in his work. He feared the people would not
accept the change as they had invested the incorrect form, Jeho-
vah, with so much religious awe. So he made a note to his work,
in fine print, in which he wrote the correction. Secular school
boards are less timid. The Wisconsin School Board rules that
the Bible, as a text-book of history, is entitled to a place in the
public schools. Now, if a revision can be had, containing, with-
out exception, every well established emendation of it, its presence
in the common schools will prove an advantage to society. A
common knowledge of it will in time remove the unreasonable
prejudice against those who are accustomed to read it, and teach
it from the latest and most honest versions. The principle of the
Roman Catholic Church, that the people cannot safely b'e trusted
with the common and incorrect version of the book has a ground
of reason.
A dominant note now heard is that of the organization of
Labor. " Dinna ye hear the pibroch, Donald "? Pipes at Luck-
now, or call of Sumter were child's play compared to the great
Labor demonstration throughout the world in behalf of the eight-
hour working day.
The World's Socialist Labor Party by nightly lectures and
discussions in its local sections, bears a large part in the work,
which is directly educational. Nationalists for the nation, Chris-
tian Socialists for Christendom, and the Socialists for the world,
are working in full accord toward a better condition for wage-
workers.
Eighty thousand working men in New York City, two hun-
dred thousand in Paris, the hives of Belgium, one million and a
half of Socialists voting at the recent German elections, thousands
in Austria, Italy, and Spain are moving. Even the Russian peas-
ants are not yet so crushed that they do not respond to the spirit
of the movement.
American working men, in convention at St. Louis, developed
the plan. French working men celebrating the centennial of the
fall of the Bastile, embraced it, and it has now circled the globe.
We will trust that like the storming of the Bastile, it is no
mere revolt against bad conditions, but that it will move a revolu-
tion toward better ones.
According to Carlyle the Bastile like the walls of Jericho
succumbed to sound. May the sound of the tread of the world-
army on the march, by its rythmic vibrations, bring down the
Bastile which Might has built about Right ! It is possible that
the Socialist's ideal of society may come in the Old World first.
When Herbert Spencer visited America, one of his surprises was,
the light esteem in which the average American holds his liberty.
The foreign worker has sought eagerly to emigrate to this country
only to reap disappointment at witnessing the crimes here com-
mitted in the name of liberty. His warning and his protest have
been ungraciously thrown back upon him, by all whose ease and
security were threatened by any change for the better.
Would it not silence forever the boast of American freedom,
if France or Germany should be the first of the nations to achieve
the emancipation of her wage-serfs ? Mary Gunning.
Waltham, April 22, 1890.
[Mrs. Gunning, it seems to us, is mistaken in her opinion re-
garding David. We shall not discuss the problem whether the
twenty-third psalm is a hymn dedicated to, or composed by David.
Nor shall we enter into a disquisition a prnpos of the comparison
of the life of a shepherd nation, such as Israel was to a great ex-
tent in David's time, and the life of a California cowboy. We
shall here confine ourselves to a few remarks concerning the pas-
toral poet of Israel.
In spite of all his faults, David was a man of moral aspira-
tions. We must not forget the barbarous age in which he lived,
.
illustrated by the atrocities committed by his enemies as well as
by his friends. David always tries to be just towards his enemies,
and never takes advantage of a situation that would stamp his
action as cowardly or mean. He spared the sleeping Saul who
had gone forth to seek his life. He does not prosecute the house
of Saul, and he punishes those who hope for a reward for the
commission of murder. When Abner was slain by Joab, David
made amends as well as he was able, and gained the confidence of
Israel by his spirit of impartiality and justice. The sins of David
were bad enough, but they were no worse than those that any
other person of his time in his position would have committed
Yet his good qualities were rare, and it is his virtues that secured
his success in peace and in war. If Israel had had more Davids
and no Solomon, the fruit of one of his sins, the house of Judah,
would have met with a nobler fate in history than it did.
—
Ed.]
BOOK NOTICES.
Archdeacon F. W. Farrar writes an entertaining essay on
" Literary Criticism " in the May Forum.
Dr. Schoenfeld has begun in the Revue Belgique a series of
excellent articles on " The Spain of the Arabs." (C. Marquardt,
Brussels )
From the Huuiboldl Lihiary of New York (28 La Fayette
Place), we have received the following reprints: "Modern
Science and Modern Thought," in two parts, by S. Laing, price
forty-five cents ; " The Modern Theory of Heat, and the Sun as
a Storehouse of Energy," illustrated, by Gerald Molloy, price
fifteen cents ; and " Utilitarianism," by John Stuart Mill.
In the Ameriian Naturalist for the few past months Mr. P.
E. Stearns has presented an interesting collection of instances
of " The Effect of Musical Sounds on Animals." The American
Naturalist constantly demonstrates by the variety of its contents
that its " devotion to the natural sciences in their widest sense " is
a fact. (Ferris Bros., Publishers, Phila.)
A new biological magazine has appeared : Zoe, oublished
monthly, in San Francisco. It will deal particularly with the nat-
ural history of Western North America, and will afford a medium
of communication between the world and the activity of profes-
sional and amateur naturalists. We judge and hope that its ca-
reer will be a successful one (Zoe Pub. Co., P. O. Box 2114,
San Francisco ; Subscription Price $2 00 a year.)
The debate between Mr. Charles Watts and the Editor of th :
Halifax Evening Mail, entitled " Sscularism—Is it founded on
Reason, and is it Sufficient to Meet the Needs of Mankind ?" has
been printed in pamphlet form (price twenty-five cents) by the
Secular Thought Publishing Co., of Toronto. The pamphlet is
prefaced by introductory letters from George Jacob Holyoake and
Col. R G. Ingersoll, in which Mr. Watts's presentation is char-
acterized as the best statement of the subject obtainable. Mr.
Watts is to be congratulated upon his able and lucid exposition of
the cause of Secularism. (Toronto, Canada.)
NOTES.
The Western Unitarian Conference is now in session at Chi-
cago : during the day, in All Souh Church ; during the evening, in
the Oakland M. E. Church.
